0.About the PCI Board

This note tells you where to find instructions on installing the PCI board in your
workstation. It also contains information about possible changes to the Manufacturer’s
Declaration of Conformity and about any upgrade label that might be included with PCI
option boards.

Locating Installation Instructions
To install the PCI board, refer to the section on installing PCI boards in the printed
Owner’s Guide that comes with your Silicon Graphics® workstation. If you are installing
a SCSI PCI board, see also the instructions on connecting external SCSI devices in the
Owner’s Guide.
Some Owner’s Guides are on your system disk or on the IRIX™ base CD that ships with
the workstation. To locate online books on your workstation, from the Toolchest on the
desktop, choose Help > Online Books > SGI End User.
Here are some additional sources of information:
•

Check the Silicon Graphics online documentation for any system administration
guides or user guides related to your product. Some of these manuals are not
provided in print. To locate the online books, from the Toolchest choose Help >
Online Books.

•

Use InfoSearch to search or browse through all online information on the desktop.
From the Toolchest, choose Help > InfoSearch.

•

Check Release Notes for the most up-to-date information. From the Toolchest
choose Help > Release Notes. If you receive a CD with the product, also check the
CD for Release Notes.

•

If you have access to the Internet, you can view most manuals on the Technical
Publications Library on the Silicon Graphics home page at
http://techpubs.sgi.com/library
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Regulatory Label Instructions
With each PCI option board you receive, you may get a regulatory upgrade label. If a
label is included with this shipment, it may change your original Manufacturer’s
Declaration of Conformity.
Look for the CMN number of your workstation on the regulatory label that is usually on
the rear or underneath the chassis. The CMN number is composed of letters and
numbers, with a letter in the last position. (If you can’t find the label, check your
Workstation Owner’s Guide for its location.)
If you receive a label with a CMN number that matches the label on your workstation,
but the last letter is different, place the new label on the workstation.
For example, if the label on your workstation is CMNB014B, and the label you receive
with the option board is CMNB014A, place the new label on the workstation. If the label
for the option board is identical to the one that is already on the workstation, you need
not attach the new label.
If you receive more than one label, ignore the labels with other CMN numbers; they are
for other platforms.
Check your Manufacturer’s Declaration of Conformity on the Internet at
http://www.sgi.com/Products/compliance/index.html
for any applicable changes to your configuration. See your Workstation Owner’s Guide
for more regulatory information.
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